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All information and details are in accordance with the day of print. We reserve changes.

Inspiring Learning Worlds
How has communication changed between stu-
dents and teachers in educational institutions?
And how can we support this different communi-
cation with the establishment and use of media?

These questions are our motivation. Because
with our furniture and media, we want to en-
sure that this can be accomplished. We want to
create learning environments that inspire, stim-
ulate and lead to new ideas, which can be heard
and become self-sustained, which promote ex-
change and enable concentration, and in which
both students and teachers feel comfortable.
Because we know from brain research that when
we feel comfortable, we learn and work better.

On the following pages, we will introduce you
to space ideas for such inspiring learning
worlds. In these learning worlds, the areas fol-
low pedagogy. The starting point is always the
question, what kind of communication and in-
teraction should take place here.

Is group work the focal point? Does a person
want to convey information to many others?
Is individual learning wanted? Is it about ex-
change of information?

For each of these questions, an ideal image of
space flashes in one’s head, which could pro-
mote precisely this organization and interaction
form particularly well. Because each one is
linked to a certain communication and, thereby,
sets its own requirements regarding space and
its communication setting.

Some call space a third pedagogue. The descrip-
tion of the space as a strategic partner says it
more soberly. In any case, space has an effect. It
can inspire to listen, exchange, experiment. For
group or individual work. For guidance, support
or cooperation. We want to contribute to this
with our furniture, media and space concepts.

We did not develop the ideas on our own. We
also need inspiration. That is why we work with
experts, including pedagogy, didactics, school
practice, ergonomics, interior design, technology,
trend and behavior research.

Their knowledge and experience gives us new
ideas. And they show us what schools really need.

For further reading:
Creative Learning Worlds
New Work Order study by trend expert
Birgit Gebhardt
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For Idea Collection:
OWP/P Architects, VS Furniture,
Bruce Mau Design: The 3rd Teacher
According to the motto "Space is the third
educator", the authors are concerned with
how learning space design and childhood
learning are related and give inspiration
on how schools can develop into inspiring
learning places.

is Germany's leading school furniture manufacturer with a world-
wide presence. The family-run company is also successful as an
office and business premises furnisher. For almost 120 years, VS
has been developing, producing and selling furnishings and media
equipment for the knowledge society: for schools and universities,
administrations and ministries, businesses and corporations.
Headquarter and sole production location of VS is Tauberbischofs-
heim in Baden-Württemberg. The company also has subsidiaries
and branches in Europe, the USA and the Middle East. With
1,200 employees, the VS Group generates annual sales of over
176 million euros.

VS Vereinigte
Spezialmöbelfabriken
GmbH & Co. KG
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1

Inspiring:

Space ideas for
schools
Create places of interaction
and communication.
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Communication, Cooperation, Creativity
Educational concepts need spaces that support them. They need rooms that address different learning phases
and learning needs. Spaces that allow new learning experiences to be initiated and encouraged. Creating space
for communication, cooperation and creativity. Quite simply: spaces that inspire.

Such spaces live from variable furnishings and from various media possibilities. They also create a further basic
prerequisite for learning to succeed: an atmosphere of well-being. All these requirements are met with our spatial
ideas for the school. Let yourself be inspired!
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The classroom of today,
digitally conceived
Close your eyes and just imagine ... Your school
is connected to the broadband network, the
Wlan works perfectly, from every corner of the
schoolhouse you can log into it.

Each student is provided with a tablet that can
be safely integrated into the school network and
is immediately ready for use. At the worksta-
tions, the tablets are supplied with battery pow-
er. After the lesson, the equipment comes into a
lockable cupboard or tablet case where the bat-
teries are recharged.

With presentation apps or a wireless presenta-
tion system, work tasks and results can be pre-
sented, shared, or jointly worked on at any time.
The medium to be shared for all is a large-for-
mat interactive display - possibly on a mobile
rack, which can also be moved for group work.
Why not also with surfaces which can be writ-
ten on analogously? You can always use these.

From the teacher’s desk, all digital applications
can be controlled. From here, you can operate
the programs on the interactive display. By us-
ing your own laptop, you can also log into the
individual devices of the students and support
them as required.

Too good to be true? Are you kidding me? Are
you serious when you say that? Your classrooms
could already look like this today. Our experts
from VS - the System House will help you to
achieve that.

As VS - the System House, we think and plan
technology and furniture from the outset. This
is how digital learning room concepts that work
are developed. And which will fit exactly to you
and your requirements.

InteractiveTeach
Media Teacher's workplace
with storage space

Shift+ Landscape
Cabinet with doors for
subject compartment,
movable

TopPilon-VI with InteractivePilon
Double pylons folding panel with six writing surfaces,
display 84 "wall-mounted, height-adjustable

RondoLift-KF
Height adjustable
sit-at and
stand-at table

TriTable-II
Triangular
table

PantoMove-LuPo
Star-foot chair
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Digital
Classroom

Perfectly networked.
The classroom of tomorrow is
already there today: See how
intelligent digitization supports
teaching and learning.

The tablets are charged
without wires by induction,
the energy is supplied by
the battery in the drawer
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From analogue to digital –
pragmatic and uncomplicated
Since 2007, "VS - the System House" has been
part of our company. And with good reason,
because in the planning of modern furnishing
concepts, digital media must be thought about
from the first step onwards and must be exactly
integrated.

We have certified experts for this. They do not
conjure up medium rare digital solutions, which
later can result in problems. Our solutions should
fit. As a first step, our experts ask questions and
listen: What are the technical requirements in
the building? How are digital media used so far?
What are the educational and methodological
needs?

Once the basic questions have been clarified,
our experts will begin to develop solutions to-
gether with the teaching and professional staff.
They arrange possible products and configure
interfaces. Only when everything fits, the imple-
mentation can begin.

Our VS-own assembly and service teams bring
all the products into the house, from the inter-
active screen and PCs, laptops and tablets to
the document camera. They professionally as-
semble, cable and network, and then make a
functional check.

Even after that, we do not leave our customers
stranded. To ensure that everything goes ac-
cording to plan in everyday school life, training,
on-site support and service hotlines are a part
of our services.

Paraproject
Charging, transport
and storage case for
tablets

Shift+ Landscape
Cabinet with doors for
subject compartment,
movable

NF-Move Plus
Height adjustable
Star-foot chair

TriUnion
Triangular standing
table, h = 106 cm

VS-S 84’’
Interactive
display
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Digital

Everything fits.
Digital solutions are best
when configured individually.
This is the only way to open
new educational possibilities.

The Shift+ Landscape is easy to remove to the battery charging station.

Classroom

For more information regarding interactive media,
please see our brochure „Das Systemhaus”.
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Variety in one room
One room, many possibilities, that is what dis-
tinguishes the classroom from today, which is
why we call it "Learning Studio": it offers all
creative freedom that creative teaching with
its diverse methods and forms of organization
needs. And it can always be brought back into
a basic order from which a restart is possible.

At first, we have questions regarding the form
of communication: Who interacts with whom
and in what way and with what goal? This re-
sults in the arrangement of the furniture in the
room.

It is a bit like at home: Certain actions need a
certain environment. Cooking, for example, is
best done in the kitchen, where everything from
the pepper to the pan is ready for use; And,
where there are several cooks, a clear division
of tasks applies.

For the family council, everyone sits around the
table to make a joint decision. Students like to
do their homework at the dining table, with the
helping hand in the background if needed. Only
for concentrated vocabulary studying they go to
their own room.

If there is news, the eyes of everyone will be
focused on the one who brings the news into
the room, and he positions himself in a way
that everyone can see him.

A learning
studio
makes all of
these situations
also possible, how-
ever, unlike at home, in
one room: station work, group
discussion, teamwork, individual support, silent
work, front-line lessons and much more, as re-
quired. And, of course, as far as the furniture
offers these possibilities.

Look at what's possible with ours!

Serie 800
Cabinets and shelves
with property boxes

PantoSwing-LuPo
Forward-flexing
cantilever chair

RondoLift-KF
Height adjustable
sit-at and
stand-at table

UnoBean
Skid table

InteractivePilon
Wall-mounted, height-
adjustable VisuBoard with
panel and beamer

Changeable.
A spatial solution that leaves all
pedagogical and methodological
freedoms. With furniture, which
will accompany every change of
scene.

Learning
Studio
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MediaPro-II
Board, rail

Serie 2000-P
Screen
Single element

Shift+ Base
Half-round table

UnoBean
Skid table

PantoSwing-LuPo
Forward-flexing
cantilever chair

Serie 800
Cabinets and shelves
with property boxes

Time and time again.
Variety of possibilities
through furniture, which
support a wide variety of
learning forms, and which
can be combined for each
situation.

Learning becomes more
flexible
To design learning worlds is to design communi-
cation. Because every environment influences
the interaction that should take place in it.

For input phases and presentations, a frontal
orientation of the furniture in the room is advis-
able, as seen on the previous double page. Here,
the entire group can turn to the person speak-
ing and concentrate on the given information.

Teamwork following the input is benefiting from
the team tables, which are loosely grouped in
the room. Each group organizes itself at their
workplace, but can exchange with the others at
any time.

For silent work, research tasks or individual
support, there must be individual workplaces
available, preferably isolated from the rest of
activities.

All this can be easily implemented in one room
and changed again and again. Our flexible com-
bination-friendly furniture makes this possible.

They are easy and fast to move, even by primary
school students. By their form, they allow table
combinations, which invite to group work.

Complementary elements like screens help to
zonate the space sensibly. Thus, there are no
more obstacles for flexible teaching.

Learning
Studio
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PantoMove-LuPo
Height adjustable
Star-foot chair with
foot ring

17

Center for Learning Groups
Every school is a microcosm, a small world. And
just as every place needs a marketplace as a
center where a lot can be experienced, a mar-
ketplace concept also brings inspiring energy
in schools.

A marketplace is the common center of a learn-
ing group. It can be used by all, simultaneously
and group-wide. This makes classes move to-
gether and fosters community spirit.

Here, everything is possible: from presenting to
discussion, resting or concentrated learning to
creative experimentation. Everyone can work
alone, with a partner or in a group, submerge
himself into a self-chosen task or pursue tasks
from the weekly schedule. Also for team-teach-
ing, there are no obstacles.

To ensure that multi-year groups can work to-
gether well, chairs also need to provide sitting
at eye level.

For this purpose, we developed the Level, a stu-
dent chair with adjustable footrest. This allows
for younger and older students to work at the
same table height, but they can all sit on the
chair that suits them best (see page 36 for more
on the Level).

Hokki
Stool

Shift+ Landscape
Mobile shelves

Shift+ Base
Group table,
four legs

Shift+ Base
Student table,
convex/concave,
stackable

Shift+ Base
Half-round table

Serie 800
Shelf cabinet

A place for everyone.
This is the motto: self-
organization. The market
place provides a multi-
functional infrastructure
as an offer to everyone.

Level-LuPo
Student chair
for multi-year
classroom groups

Shift+ Landscape
Seat module

PantoSwing-LuPo
Forward-flexing
cantilever chair

Marketplace
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Shift+ Landscape
Seat module

Hokki
Stool

Shift+ Base
Group table,
foldable

Shift+ Base
Student table,
concave/convex

PantoMove-LuPo
Height adjustable
Star-foot chair

Marketplace
Centrally located.
A center that brings forward
learning enthusiasm and team
spirit: easy to reach, versatile,
and always good for a positive
atmosphere.e.

Shift+ Base
Teacher’s table, in
two fixed heights
or steplessly
height-adjustable
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Again and again different
Schools that have set up marketplaces report
that the extra of freedom of movement and
action has a positive effect on the learning
atmosphere: the students are motivated to learn
independently. Desire to learn and team spirit
are growing, disturbances and noise are dimin-
ishing.

The design of the market place leaves room for
leeway. A centrally located room is ideal, but
also a hall is possible, to which all classes of
the learning community have direct access.

For the furnishing, mobile tables prove to be
sufficient. They can be quickly assembled into
different formations, depending on the desired
communication flow. Folding tables on castors
are quickly integrated as required and for
space-saving quickly set aside. This allows the
market place to be used multifunctionally and
outside the classroom, for example for home-
work support or conferences.

You will find further ideas on variable room concepts
in our brochure „Shift+”.
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Silence please.
Space for concentrated work,
plus the right storage space
directly within reach. In other
words, a modern student
workplace.

Learning
Office
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Learning Space
for full concentration
Sometimes learning simply needs silence. Silence
and structure. But how can you create as many
individual student workplaces as possible in a
room, which fulfill these prerequisites, and leave
enough room for other activities? After all, space
in a school is always limited.

The solution is called Learning Space. From a
simple point of view, this is a combination of a
single table and storage space furniture, which
forms a single unit in combination with addi-
tional individual tables and storage units. But
it is not that simple – it depends on the How of
this combination. And on the details.

Together with schools, our developers and plan-
ners have designed, tried and developed ideas
for the learning space. Needing only a small
space, but at the same time offering space with
a lot of room for development was the main re-
quirement, from primary school to university.

The result is a modular system. Because each
learning place looks different, each group has
its own needs. There is no one-size solution for
everyone.

All products of the VS-Learning Space are op-
tionally equipped with castors. This makes it
easy to change the set-up and, thus, the room.

For the surfaces and table stands, color comes
into play and, thus, atmosphere into the room -
whether cheerfully colorful, soothing comfort-
ably or clear and timeless, you decide.

By the way: The learning space is also available
as a variant for teachers' workplaces (page 30).

TriTable-II
Triangular
table

Cross
Rectangular
table

PantoMove-LuPo
Star-foot chair

LernBox
Closet
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The row layout along the wall is space-saving and
leaves a lot of personal space. It offers cozy learning
caves, in which concentration without distraction is
possible (2.3 square meters of space requirement per
workplace).

The cross layout looks like a welcom-
ing learning island, in the middle of
the action and yet for itself. The
quadratic CrossTable also makes it
possible to work as partners (2.9
square meters of space requirement
per workplace).

Learning Space: Layout examples
and space requirements
The basis of the VS-Learning Space is a single table and a
shelf, which can be combined with other tables and
shelves to create different learning spaces.
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The block layout structures the room and
creates different learning zones. Two stu-
dents sit opposite each other and can
communicate (2.85 square meters of space
requirement per workplace).

Together with the triangular TriTable,
the cross layout requires even less space
(2.6 square meters of space requirement
per workplace). It still provides every-
thing needed for concentrated individual
work, including concentration-promoting
niche character.
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Recreation, Relaxation,
Leisure
Listening to music, chatting, gossiping, reading
or just hanging out – these activities also make
a day worth living. And they give it structure.
The more time young people spend at school,
the more important are the spaces where this
is possible: a break that is fun.

We have called this space Chill-out. This sounds
as comfortable as we imagine it. We have cho-
sen furniture that is comfortable and does not
immediately remind us of school. From sitting

bags to upholstery beds or sofas and shelves,
homey retreats or inviting communication is-
lands can be built, just as you desire.

It is clear that the furniture and cushions are
robust and easy to maintain. But you do not
have to see this at first sight. Practical and
beautiful are not a contradiction, we provide
the proof for that.

25

Cloud
Seat bag and seat island

Shift+ Landscape
Mobile shelves

Shift+ Landscape
Seat module

Chill-out
Sit back.
Even at school, you can
*almost feel at home: there
is a place of retreat for
relaxation and recreation.
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Food and more
A sandwich at break is not enough to get well
fed during a long day of schooling. At the latest
at noon, more energy is needed, and for that, an
inviting canteen.

Healthy tasty food does not belong to the port-
folio of VS, but we are happy to provide a pleas-
ant atmosphere for it. And that is important.
After all, a canteen stands for much more than
only eating.

A canteen is always an inspiring place for ex-
change, relationship and recreation (and, if the
space is available, also a place of culture). It is
a social interaction center and the heart of the
school. This is where everyone who learns, lives
and works in school meets: younger students
and older ones, teachers and administrators,
supervisors and guests.

This diversity is taken up by our furniture. Tables
which can be placed quickly in a row create
dining tables where many people can sit down.
With smaller tables these dining tables can be
supplemented or cozy cafeteria corners can be
designed.

If the space is needed for an event, stackable,
light chairs, which are comfortable and also
visually attractive, are an unbeatable choice.

Finally, a room like the canteen which is fre-
quented by many, must be practical and easy to
maintain. Details are decisive for the furniture:
Are the tables and chairs robust? Can the sur-
face be wiped clean? Can the chairs be hung on
or placed under the table top to clean the floor?

All these details are reflected in our furniture
from the very beginning and are implemented.
There is nothing to prevent the energy supply
at school!
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Hokki
Stool

EuroLine-K
Single table, rectangular
or square

NF-Compass
Four-legged chair

Canteen
Cafeteria

Social interaction place.
The place of school togetherness
- with the right furniture per-
fectly prepared for lunch and
for evening events.
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Base station for the faculty
Work as a teacher also benefits from an inspir-
ing environment. So, let us take a closer look at
the teachers' rooms on the next pages.

The beginning is the teachers’ room. It cannot
be done without it, because a team needs a
common space as a starting point for the facul-
ty and a basis for the joint work. A room for ar-
riving, exchanging, starting-out, discussing or
even celebrating.

The cabinets offer a personal compartment for
everyone. Here, a set of examination booklets
can be locked in, or work materials can be tem-
porarily stored for the afternoon lessons. There
are trade journals and the daily newspaper in
the open shelf. On the table, a bowl of biscuits
tempts you to snack.

Conference tables with comfortable chairs invite
to discussion rounds. Discussions in the whole
team are just as possible as smaller meetings.
There is also space for a coffee between lessons
or a conversation among colleagues.

From such a team room, the workday can start
well, and here, a team can come together at any
time.



Stratos S5
Swivel chair

NF-Swing
Forward-sprung
cantilever chair

Serie 800
Combination cabinets
and combination
shelves, eddy cabinet
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Do you know the
Toolbox eddy?
The sturdy bag made of pressed, natural fiber
reinforced felt proves to be a helpful companion
through the school day. Inside, it offers space
for everything needed in the classroom, includ-
ing laptop and water bottle. In the classroom
or study room, it can be easily clamped on the
table top - so all the documents are always
ready for use. If eddy is not in use, it is parked
in the lockable eddy locker compartment. This
pocket garage is especially handy: colleagues
can put in messages through the door slot.

eddy
Toolbox

Serie 901
Rectangular table with
U-bracket square

RondoLift-ST
Height-adjustable
sit-at and
stand-at table

Teachers’ Room
Take a deep breath.
Here, the faculty is completely
by themselves: a communicati-
ve meeting place for the team
and a starting point for daily
educational expeditions.
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The personal study in the
school
Studies have shown that personal workplaces
at school contribute significantly to relieving
teachers. In a personal workplace, they can con-
centrate and calmly do what the teacher's room
does not provide, the right environment with its
communicative atmosphere, for example,
preparing lessons, preparing and correcting ex-
aminations, writing parents' letters, organizing
class trips or excursions.

Such a workplace also offers the opportunity
to meet with a colleague, discuss an idea for
teaching or prepare a joint project. This can best
be achieved, by the way, at the standing table,
because standing promotes thinking. With an
additional sitting corner, such a room can also
be used for conversations with parents.

The study at the school does not only reduce
stress, as our example shows. It also has the
potential to change the team culture in the
faculty and to promote teamwork.

Teacher’s Base
Getting work done.
Personal teacher workplace,
directly at the workplace
School: this is no luxury,
but essential in the modern
teacher's day.
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Cross
Single table

TriUnion
Triangular standing
table, h = 106 cm

NF-Move
Height adjustable
Star-foot chair

NF-Move Plus
Height adjustable
Star-foot chair
with foot ring

Serie Lounge HiBack / Vis-à-vis
Seating element, side table

LernBox
Closet
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Recreation area during
the working day
When working at full tilt with constant energy
from morning to late afternoon, no one suc-
ceeds, not even stress-resistant teachers. If you
want the working day at school to be success-
ful, rhythm is needed. And this also includes
breaks. Real breaks without "I just have to do
something quickly".

A lounge offers possibilities to relax and unwind.
The homely furniture signals: Here is space to
relax. Without disturbances, you can browse
through the daily newspaper, because as usual
there was not enough time in the morning to
do that. With a cup of coffee, you can talk with
colleagues about the film at the movies of the
weekend or the latest news from the education
policy. Or why not even turn the chair towards
the window, look outside and just let your
thoughts drift?

It is nice if such a lounge can be used by all
staff at the school, teachers, administrative or
pedagogical staff. This allows a team to grow
together beyond the common work.

Serie Lounge
Armchair, sofa, bench, chaise longue

Serie 800
Cabinets and cupboards with
wing door, cabinet kitchen

Serie Lounge
Side table

RondoLift-ST
Height-adjustable sit-at
and stand-at table

Teachers’ Lounge
Please have a seat.
Simply tune off and stop
the demanding daily life.
The invitation to refuel is
initiated by comfortable,
homely lounge furniture.
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2

Products:

What’s new in
2017?
Future-oriented furniture solutions
for different learning environments
in today's school.
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Furniture for inspiring learning worlds
When we begin with the development of new furniture, our first guiding
question is: How can they shape school and classrooms to inspiring learning
worlds? Because we would like to contribute to sustainably support the various
scenarios of communication and exchange in the modern school. Table and
chair do not have to be reinvented. But it is crucial today that they fit opti-
mally into different learning environments and provide for inspiring teach-
ing and learning. This requires intelligent solutions, such as easy-to-as-
semble standing tables or individually adjustable chairs. On the next
pages, we will introduce our new products.
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Level-LuPo
Two in one.
Student chair for multi-year
classroom groups made
easy: The Level-LuPo brings
with its adjustable footrest
students of different grades
together at one table.

71

2
3

Table height
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Learning on the same level
In more and more schools, children of different grades form
a class family in which they learn together. For them to work
together well, a uniform table height is needed and a chair that
allows both large and small children to sit comfortably at this
common table height.

For this, we have developed the Level. The special feature of
this comfortable cantilever chair is the adjustable footrest.
Thus, a chair model covers two standardized seat sizes: The
Level for 76 cm high tables, sizes 4 and 5, the Level for 71 cm
high tables, sizes 2 and 3. Each chair size also carries its own
matching seat shell.

The double-walled LuPo shell made of recyclable polypropylene
makes sitting, thanks to its air cushion effect in combination
with the cantilever rack, especially comfortable.

76

4 5

Table height
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Level-VF
Easy to adjust.
Students can easily do this
by themselves: the footrest
is adjusted in the appropriate
hole position according to
the individual body size.

71
Table height
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Comfortable sitting at any size
As an alternative to the LuPo seat shell (pages
36/37), we also offer the level with VF-seat shell
made of coated beech plywood. The natural
material brings a warm atmosphere into the
classroom. Besides that, Level-VF and Level-LuPo
do not differ from each other.

The footrest can be adjusted in the hole positions
without tools. After it snaps in, it remains locked
under load. Two welded cross braces between
the chair runners additionally stabilize the steel
tube frame and guarantee that the footrest does
not buckle during adjustment.

Slip-resistant buffers under the seat shell treat
the table top with care when putting the chairs
up on it. If several chairs are stacked, the buffers
keep the seats at a distance to avoid pressure
points.

Of course, there are seat shells and racks in
all VS colors. This way you can set your own
accents in every room.

76
Table height
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Filigree, flexible, highly stable
A chair for school must be able to do a lot and
endure even more and still look good. No prob-
lem for the members of our new chair family
NF, named after the Cologne designer Nicolai
Fuhrmann, with whom we have worked togeth-
er on this project.

The filigree seat shell of the NF is immediately
noticeable. It is wafer-thin, yet stable and
pleasantly flexible. This is made possible by a
special material structure. It also ensures that
the surface never feels cold.

The clear, rectilinear shape of the shell results in
an ergonomically reasonable rounding and, thus,
relieves the thighs. The arm can be laid down
relaxed on the curved backrest.

In classrooms and seminar rooms, the NF-Swing
with the rear-open cantilever rack offers excel-
lent sitting comfort.

The NF-Compass with its four-legged support-
ing rack is ideally suited for large rooms such as
the auditorium or the canteen. It can be placed
in rows, put up on tables and stacked.

The height-adjustable swivel chair NF-Move
shows its strengths in conference and work-
place environments. For seat-standing worksta-
tions, we recommend the NF-Move-Plus, with
the foot ring which can be adjusted at the push
of a button. Both chairs can be equipped with
a patented 3D rocking mechanism for dynamic
sitting, which supports the natural changeover
between different sitting positions and relieves
the back.

NF-Compass
NF-Move
NF-Swing
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NF-Move Plus
Height adjustable
Star-foot chair
with foot ring

NF-Move
Height adjustable
Star-foot chair

NF-Swing
Cantilever chair

NF-Compass
Stackable four-legged
chair
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TriUnion
Thinking while standing.
Standing is movement, a contin-
uous, metabolic-stimulating
change of stress. This also brings
the thinking into focus.

88
Table height
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Speed up the Thinking

Standing stimulates the metabolism and helps to remain concen-
trated. When standing, the human being is more mobile, agile,
can react faster. This also affects thinking and action. Together
with experts from pedagogy and ergonomics, we have developed
the TriUnion, a standing table in triangular shape with a circulat-
ing foot reel in two heights.

The triangular table top is particularly favorable for team and
project work as we have observed. The three sides offer enough
space for small groups. For larger teams, several tables can be
combined.

With its height of 106 centimeters, TriUnion invites adolescents
and adults to work together. Children feel comfortable at the
88 cm high TriUnion which allows for an adult to easily join in
by using a seat/standing aid.

106
Table height

Our furniture brings color to life.

Get inspired by
our new brochure.
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3

Worth knowing:

Certificates
Quality seal and environmental
certificates for furniture and
materials from VS.
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Strictly controlled and safe
We feel committed to our customers and our employees, our environment and society. Sustainability in production
and longevity-oriented furniture are among our company principles. All our products are subject to the indepen-
dent review of quality, safety and environmental compatibility.

We manufacture our furniture in an environmentally friendly and fair way exclusively in Germany. Tables and
chairs are ergonomically designed. The most important national and international certificates confirm our high
standard in environmentally sound quality production.
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DIN EN 1021
DIN 54341

Pr�f-Nr.

Fire protection classification according to
DIN EN 1021 Teil 1 (medium),
DIN EN 1021 Teil 2 (medium) and
DIN 54341 (high)

Quality seal of the Aktion
Gesunder Rücken e.V. (Healthy
Back) for ergonomically highly
recommended products

Certificate "Greenguard - Indoor Air
Quality", US-equivalent to the cer-
tificate LGA-nontoxic

Certificate "LGA-nontoxic" proves
that the pollutant limits comply
with the legal requirements or are
far below the legal requirements

PEFC certificate for wood from
sustainably managed forests
and controlled sources

Quality seal of the National
Association for the Promotion
of Posture and Movement e.V.

„levelTM - The BIFMA Sustainability
Standard", Sustainability Certificate
of the Business Institutional Furni-
ture Manufacturers Association

GS-Seal "Safety tested", awarded
by the German TÜV on the basis of
the German Product Safety Act
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Tel: 09341-880 | Fax: 09341-88107 | vs@vs-moebel.de
Export: Phone: +49-9341-88888 | Fax: +49-9341-88830 | vsexport@vs-furniture.com
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